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The Empire of the Machines is threatening the entire universe. The League of Aliens and the U.N.E. (United Nations of Earth)
have banded together to defend the galaxy from the invader. Battles are raging everywhere, but it is inside the twisting corridors

of the Machines underground production facilities, that the tactical upper hand is taken. And the war is won.

Originally designed by Clark Browning, Marco Pecota and Derrick Villeneuve, Legions of Steel is a tactical board game where
players fight battles in a dark and dangerous environment. French Developer Studio Nyx have managed to re-create the deep

and challenging set of rules, while adding slick 3D models, a clever and accessible UI and a load of new features.

Turn-based tactical firefights

Each unit has its own skills and characteristics. It comes with its own set of weapons and abilities making the game deep and
complex for experienced players, yet simple and approachable for novices.

Electronic Warfare (Fog of War)

A game mode on its own, Electronic Warfare is an option players decide to activate and which completely changes the game
into a whole different experience. All maps are playable in Electronic Ware mode

Tactical Options

Players can choose from a host of available firing options
The Advanced Covering Fire options allow for very precise control on what your units do during opponent’s turn

Grenades! Used to unlock gridlocked situations, players can throw them around corners without getting exposed. These are also
used by the Machines to create smoke cover

Leadership points are a very limited resource used to “break” the common rules. Players will use them to add more actions
(movement, fire), increase the odds when firing, or even dodge bullets during opponent’s turn.
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Initiative Roll

Each map calls for an initiative roll at the beginning of the turn. Leadership can be spent to influence the roll. The winner of the
roll chooses who starts to play the turn. This system breaks the linearity of turn-by-turn games. Which player is going first is

always unknown.

Suspense above all

Radar detection and echoes add suspense to the gameplay. Every move is a thrill

More numbers!

2 playable factions with their own units and equipment
2 Single player campaigns in an immersive setting

15 scenarios for single player or multiplayer

Multiplayer

Play with friends online through asynchronous, cross-platform multiplayer using Slitherine’s PBEM++ server or offline using
familiar hotseat mode

Tournament system
This important feature works on the base of the Swiss System Tournament  which uses a non-elimination format. It is very

flexible and dynamic at the same time, allowing for a more challenging experience and it improves the general competitiveness.
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It's great! The puzzles start off easy, with light quirky humour to ease you in, and then the tricky puzzles come along -
something to get one's claws into. The beginning puzzles might take a few minutes but it didn’t take me too long to arrive at
levels where I’m sitting there for 20 minutes puzzling away. Some levels are a nightmare and I had to temporarily give up – even
on these puzzles I wasn’t annoyed at the game, just annoyed at my own stupidity. It’s certainly a clever type of puzzle system and
enjoyable, if you like puzzles. The gentle presence of cat humour is welcome.

The soundtrack is perfect and really suits the game. The main theme is catchy and the ambient gameplay music is in the same
vein as SimCity, it's nice to listen to but can easily loop for a few hours without becoming annoyingly repetitive.

So, this isn’t a catastrophe of a game, quite the opposite. If you like intricate and well-designed puzzles I highly recommend it..
Farming Simulator 2017 but the tractor is a Bangbus. in my opinion the best in the series then again might just be nostalgia. I
used to love playing bomberman, its classic. This game brings it back without bugs,performance issues, lags. It's got a bigger
community than I expected too. Lobbys seem to fill up no problem... Worth the install. Basic, fun, free game. Wait a bit because
the first build 28/08 is like on let's play video with all faulty thing removed so no more option button an be a generic
commander with no name . And whern you get sinked you get less number of waves and get no doubloon
 and all ship can for now only get a limited number of crew whitch can be placed and only 1 engineer to repair only not 4 or 5 so
we get sinked fast enough.

So I recommand wait and see.

For now my impression this game is in early alpha
-no difficulty level
-no option button
-no name customisation

-gameplay : for the crew the 2 basic ship expect to be killed easy.
seems to be a mobile phone game not pc one
should have more deck to use more of the crew afterall (like interstellaria) the concept "modular system command for advanced
customisation."
need more gun emplacement it's a pc dammit use the average 6-8 Go Ram and 2 Ghz (steam stats)

-ship should have the way to escape battle when things turn bad

-superpower limited use in addition to the long charging rate time expect to be killed fast

-it should be like a shoot-them up for the guns if we have more guns and add evasion system to the ship (go left and go right)
and some shield module for the end-tier cause if we got 26 crew on the 1stbattleship i don't expect them to be in the reserve due
to the lack of slot and buggy specialisation.

Buy this game only if you want to support dev and pray they won't let a beta unfinished like some other early access company.

I think i gonna wait for 2017-2018 to see the result.(one game cycle is 3 year usually now from alpha to final). it worked fine
for me. This game is epic. I feel I can't leave a review good enough to express my desire for everyone to try this. The storyline
seems classic, yet boldly steps into a realm of poignancy showing how much a government is willing to pay for the price of
freedom. The content is free. You have nothing to lose. Experience it!
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Coop enabled but is very buggy, pretty close to black but the movement is much slower. Play Painkiller black.. Not a bad game,
also it's very hard though.... Columns with a sci-fi theme.
Great puzzler; you can play for hours, or for 10 minutes.
Has plenty of replayability, just depends on your attention span.
The connections over columns and the power ups add a cool dynamic.

Overall - A must buy for puzzler fans.. Best MMO game ever . If u are newbie , i sure 100% u will get confuse with control ur
chars at 1st time. This game is f2p, u dont have to pay to have fun . At some points , u may want to spend some money to get
nice costume for ur characters. BTW THIS GAME MUSIC IS LEGIT, NICE CHARACTER DESIGN, INTERESTING
STORY MODE !!!. Enticing weirdness at the expense of gameplay and writing.

This game is not without positives: each level has a distinct look and theme that separates it from the last and it makes all of the
stages feel unique in some way. The puzzle/FPS mechanics are sometimes put to the side for more unconventional sections that
always surprised me and made me want to keep playing just to see what was next.

However, those were the only sections of the game that i saw as genuinely interesting. The game is held back by a few glaring
issues that constantly got in the way of its interesting ideas:

- The gunplay is poor. Enemies have no AI to speak of and get stuck on the environment constantly because of their nonexistent
pathing. It's a shame because the guns you're given all look and sound like something you'd see in an actual FPS like Doom. The
puzzles are enjoyable but extremely simple and conventional, a harmless distraction and nothing more.

-Writing overall was meh: some of the poems found in the game felt rushed, especially when some of the rhymes were very
clearly forced (Good prose beats Poor verse any day of the week). Some of the dialogue also read like something you'd see in an
online chatroom rather than in a narrative focused video game but i suppose some people might prefer that style of writing that's
more relatable and closer to how people talk IRL, i personally didn't. Some characters are also remarkably dumb, such as a lady
that tasks you with jumping into a black hole for dubious reasons before confessing that she's afraid of being abandoned, even
though you're the only other person present in the level she's in.

-This game is insanely preachy: every piece of dialogue feels like the developers are trying to shove life lessons down your
throat. I have no problem with some philosophy in video games, but not when nearly every piece of dialogue is trying to send a
life changing message my way. I tried to run with it at first, but it became so persistent that it made me develop that "you can't
tell me what to do" attitude you get when a game tries way too hard to tell you what's right and what's wrong.
This is more personal but i also found some of the depictions of mental health issues immensely misleading and naive: during a
specific level you play as a character who has very obvious social anxiety and self esteem issues, but halfway through the stage
you meet another character that, as stated earlier, throws a life lesson your way and suddenly fixes both of those issues instantly.
I could brush this off as a joke or a small misstep, but not when This Realm Of Mine takes itself as seriously as it does. Some
self awareness would've gone a long way in making these small problems more palatable.. One of my favorite from choice of
games, this one has it all. The stat system is interseting compared to the usual affair, and the story and characterts are pretty
likeable. Im defiantiely interested to see where it goes. Maybe just because im a sucker for samurai and ronin, but this game is
pretty dang good.. You have to admit that dinosaur was hot tho.. Hmm after buying and installing this i can't start any custom
singleplayer games. It crashes at loading screen, I was playing earlier today and it worked fine but hey maybe that will be fixed
soon

I'l leave a positive note because it's awesome that the game is getting updates. Truly a game that has stood the test of time.

Just wish i could actually play it :p. I would recommend this game, just based on liking this genre and it's good enough to play
for the price. The UI is extremely cluttered and not very intuitive. I don't know why they felt the need to re-invent the wheel on
the UI because this isn't a brand new idea and others have done it so much better.

I like the complexity of the keeping the animals satisfied, more than just a habitat building. The missions have been interesting
so far.

Lots of the mechanics are unweildy but I'm still learning it, so maybe I will find a better way to do those things.
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